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SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

• Boston hasn’t seen a wave of tower development like this since 
the early 2000s — the Seaport development doesn’t qualify 
for tower status given the area’s height restrictions. Winthrop 
Center broke ground at the end of 2018, the first million-SF-
plus tower development in Boston in more than 15 years. The 
one million SF 1 Congress (State Street’s new headquarters) 
held its groundbreaking in late June, while the tower portion of 
the Hub on Causeway is also going up. Smaller-scale projects 
are also underway, and more could be coming if developers 
are in fact willing and able to go on spec.

• Surprise, surprise, WeWork and Wayfair continue to move 
the market. Wayfair took space last quarter at 10 St. James 
for future growth. It doesn’t need that right now, so it put 
the space on the sublease market, weighing down Back Bay 
fundamentals. WeWork on the other hand signed at 100 
Summer Street, took all of 1 Milk Street, and is said to be in 
talks for several other large blocks of space throughout the 
market. It seems inevitable that it will be the largest tenant in 
Boston by the end of the year.
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Some of the larger requirements include:

BOSTON OVERVIEW

Following headline-after-headline leasing in the first quarter, 
the second quarter remained hot. Groundbreakings and land 
acquisitions were the themes. Across Boston, two million SF of 
groundbreakings took place, led by Bulfinch Crossing, Amazon, 
and MassMutual in the Seaport and 321 Harrison in the South 
End. Meanwhile, Alexandria and National Development closed on 
the Necco Garage at the very end of Q1 and have also partnered 
to buy what was to be GE’s headquarters development site 
(along with the existing buildings GE plans to occupy). Related 
Beal acquired a 6.5-acre parking lot from Gillette during the 
quarter, and these investments, plus additional A Street Corridor 
acquisitions, add up to nearly $600 million spent to turn this 
area into the next life science hub in Boston.

With that backdrop, it isn’t surprising to see vacancies falling to 
8.1% and rents maintaining their upward trajectory, with both 
Class A and Class B setting new high-water marks.
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Statistics in the core submarkets are as follows:

MARKET SEGMENT SUPPLY VACANCY 
RATE*

YTD 2019 
ABSORPTION

Back Bay 13,375,701 5.6% 100,105
Class A 11,288,855 5.2% 72,611

Class B 2,086,846 7.8% 27,494

Financial District 34,387,584 9.2% 794,895
Class A 28,294,427 8.3% 952,632

Class B 6,093,157 13.3% (157,737)

Seaport 11,605,924 11.4% 302,914
Class A 5,494,295 9.8% 138,987

Class B 6,111,629 12.8% 163,927

* includes sublease space
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RENTAL RATES 

• Class A is starting to have its day, after significantly 
underperforming Class B in this cycle. B office rents are still 
rising, up 6.2% over the past year, but A rents have grown at 
a more rapid 6.8% during the same time.

• Rents are setting new highs across both Class A and B assets, 
and we have already seen multiple $100/SF equivalent gross 
rent deals in the Back Bay. If these rents become more 
widespread (or become more common), that historically 
indicates that market rents are topping out.

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
LOOKING AHEAD…
• This current economic expansion is set to become the longest 

in U.S. history in July. Conditions are cooling, with job growth 
easing, benefits from tax policy waning, and trade tensions 
weighing on global trade. The Fed has become more dovish 
and is considering cutting rates rather than increasing them 
as its next move. The yield curve (the difference between 
rates on 10-year and three-month Treasuries) has inverted 
for the first time since 2007, historically a leading indicator 
of a recession 12-18 months into the future. Locally, 
with numerous major tenants no longer seeking space, 
development picking up, stalled Class B absorption, and rents 
topping the psychological barrier of $100/SF, we are at or 
close to the top of this cycle.

• Coworking has become a major driver of the Boston office 
market, with more than three million SF in aggregate 
occupancy between Boston and Cambridge. Many of these 
providers have not lived through an economic downturn, and 
there are questions about their viability during such an event. 
More than 3.5% of the Boston market is coworking or flexible 
office space. This could become shadow vacancy or direct 
vacancy during the next recession and could exacerbate the 
typical vacancy movement and rent weakening in a pullback.

• Current market conditions support the level of development 
across the city, since much of the space is preleased or 
build-to-suit. However, numerous projects that are “shovel-
ready” could kick off, setting the market up for a delivery 
wave unlike anything we have seen in decades. This bears 
watching, given the signs of broader economic slowdown. 
Conditions are strong today, but a combination of recession, 
heavy deliveries, and failing businesses could wreak havoc on 
market fundamentals.
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ABSORPTION, VACANCY, AND FORECAST
• Demand remains very strong, but we have likely seen the peak 

of active tenant requirements. Several large requirements have 
come off the table (Fidelity, State Street, Bank of America, 
Wayfair, Foley Hoag, KPMG, Toast) as the firms have made 
recent commitments. If Foundation Medicine takes the space it 
is rumored to be seeking and Amazon exercises its expansion 
rights, requirements will quickly return to normalcy from the 
current six million-SF-plus figure.

• Class B continues to flounder. Vacancies held flat, ending 
the quarter at 10.5%. Record-high rents, competition from 
coworking and flexible office providers, and improved 
amenities in Class A space have all contributed to the sluggish 
performance. Tours have slowed down, and leasing space has 
become far more challenging. Meanwhile, Class A vacancies 
are at multi-cycle lows (7.1%). The last time vacancies were 
this tight, AOL was buying Time Warner. 

WeWork

ArcLight Capital | 200 Clarendon

Ironwood Pharmaceuticals | 100 Summer Street

DraftKings | 500 Boylston

Highlighted transactions from this quarter include:

Back Bay Financial District
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Forecast | Vacancy & Absorption

Bank of America

Seaport South Station
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The spread between asking rents in various segments of the 
market is depicted below: 

100 Federal Street

100 Summer Street
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Conditions are solid now, but later in 
the forecast the risk of an economic 
downturn will increase. Uncertainty 
about timing and magnitude leads 
us to use a conservative absorption 
projection. The threat of supply 
outpacing absorption usually increases 
as the cycle moves forward, putting 
upward pressure on vacancies; 
however, they are not expected to 
move much in the near future.



        LAB MARKET 

• Vacancies ticked up slightly as office-to-lab conversions 
have caused inventory to rise, particularly in Alewife, which 
now boasts an inventory above 1 million SF. FogPharma 
has increased its Alewife footprint by agreeing to a new 
headquarters lease of 115,000 SF in the underway Cambridge 
Discovery Park. In East Cambridge, bluebird bio will take over 
the space Sanofi now occupies, doubling its footprint. 

• As Cambridge is the global epicenter of life science research 
and development, tenants are aggressively trying to enter it. But 
with virtually no space available, growing tenants are struggling 
to stay in place. Supply is coming, but aside from the spec 
building at Cambridge Crossing (said to be close to landing a 
large tenant), the new development probably won’t provide 
much relief. And even Cambridge Crossing may be challenged 
to meet the demand, after Sanofi signed a record 900,000 SF 
lease there in late 2018. In the heart of Kendall, BioMed Realty 
is likely to bring new space in the years ahead, after buying the 
lot at 585 Third Street. Other projects are moving forward as 
well, but a massive supply/demand mismatch remains in the 
market today.

• Tight market conditions have left the market scrambling, with 
tenants and investors alike trying to figure out where the next 
life science cluster will be. Relief valves to date have largely 
been in the suburbs, mainly in Lexington, Waltham, Watertown, 
and Woburn. Boston too is growing, with the Seaport/A Street 
Corridor and Allston/Brighton emerging to house the next 
clusters.

Key statistics for the quarter include:

MARKET SUPPLY SF 
(000s)

VACANCY 
RATE

ABSORPTION (000s) 
Q2 2019

Total Cambridge 23,571 3.3% (29)

10,953 5.1% (104)

12,619 1.8% 75

        OFFICE MARKET 

• Office vacancies fell because of the conversion of space to 
lab and the removal of space at 238 Main Street during new 
construction there. Gross asking rents have topped $100/SF in 
select spaces.

• Alewife witnessed dramatically improving fundamentals 
despite virtually no absorption, thanks to 10 Wilson’s 
conversion from office to lab. Removing a large block of office 
space, that sent vacancies down to 12.7%; in the third quarter 
of last year Alewife’s office vacancy topped 20%.

CAMBRIDGE OVERVIEW

Two straight years of quarterly positive absorption in Cambridge 
were followed by a slight hiccup in the second quarter. However, 
vacancies fell again because inventory coming out of the 
market (238 Main Street is going vertical) more than offsets 
the slight negative absorption. The life science industry is firing 
on all cylinders, and tenant demand continues to be off the 
charts. Large leases from bluebird bio, FogPharma, and Google 
highlighted the second quarter. At 3.3%, vacancies are flat year-
over-year.

Continually rising prices and a lack of space challenge the 
market today. This situation isn’t lost on developers, who are 
aiming to create more life science clusters throughout the 
market, especially targeting the Seaport and South Boston along 
the A Street Corridor (with proximity to the Red Line).

3.3% 3.4 M
vacancy rate   SF under 

construction
 Office - Inventory 

shrinking due to lab 

conversions

WeWork, rapidly becoming the largest 
tenant in Boston, is close to making 
a big splash in East Cambridge with 
a lease for the conversion of the top 
floor of the Cambridgeside Galleria. It 
has only a small presence in Central 
Square now.

Q2 2019
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Line, it could potentially offer alternatives to East Cambridge 
firms needing space. Cambridge is a stronghold of R&D in 
life science globally, but because of Kendall’s limited growth 
opportunities, new areas need to emerge to maintain this 
competitive advantage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

• Ironwood Pharmaceuticals announced plans to relocate 
from Cambridge to Boston’s Financial District, citing the 
tens of millions of dollars it will save on rent. It is certainly 
not the first firm, nor will it be the last, to leave Cambridge. 
Companies that do not need lab space are prime candidates 
to relocate to Boston and the suburbs to save on rent.

LOOKING AHEAD… 

• Alewife could be next in line for Cambridge’s surging 
life science market growth. Across the train tracks from 
Cambridgepark Drive, the properties off Concord Avenue are 
shaping up to be the next relief valve, and recent investment/
property turnover there suggests that redevelopment is not 
far off. Since Alewife is just a few stops away on the Red 
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Highlighted active tenants and recent transactions are 
shown in the tables below.

VELOCITY

60K40K20K
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80K 100K 140K120K 160K 200K 220K 267K180K
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Rent volatility is a real concern. While 
Cambridge does not impose strict 
building limits, as, for example, San 
Francisco does, the severe supply/
demand imbalance here could very well 
re-create the Bay Area’s rent volatility. 
In San Francisco, massive rent spikes 
occur when tenant demand is soaring 
and development can’t be completed 
fast enough to meet it. Rents come 
back down to earth when conditions 
soften, and such volatility may be 
Cambridge’s future.
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Aggregate statistics for the office and lab market 
are provided below: 

MARKET/
SUBMARKETS SUPPLY SF (000s) VACANCY 

RATE

ABSORPTION 
(000s) 

Q2 2019 

Suburban Boston 122,985 16.1% 64

Inner Suburbs 6,765 12.3% (77)

Route 128 67,968 14.6% (101)

Route 495 45,360 19.4% 230

Worcester 2,892 9.2% 12

SUPPLY AND DEMAND 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Tenant migration bears watching. Deals aren’t done yet, but 
we are beginning to see early signs of tenants pushing west. 
National Development’s 100 Crossing in Framingham is 
starting to attract Wellesley-based firms looking west. WeWork 
is also starting to look west, outside of Boston and Cambridge, 
for core suburban locations. Waltham is the first market it is 
considering.

• Build-to-suit development is gaining traction. Olympus is 
moving forward with a new building in Westborough (150,000 
SF), the first major development there since the early 2000s. 
Meanwhile, Citizens Bank is consolidating into a new 100,000 
SF building in Westwood at University Station, while Meketa 
Investments will build its new 40,000 SF home there as well. 
There are reports that other build-to-suit projects could follow 
in Westborough.

SUBURBAN OVERVIEW

Route 128 Northwest continues to lead the suburban market 
with more than 400,000 SF of positive absorption this year. 
Vacancies are back to tech-boom levels, and life science 
migration is a primary driver. Overall suburban absorption 
was mildly positive, 64,000 SF in the second quarter, despite 
major tenant changes in the Route 128 South market weighing 
on conditions. State Street is vacating 1200 Crown Colony and 
200 Newport Avenue in Quincy, putting 380,000 SF on the 
market. This is among several options in this market for tenants 
seeking large-block availabilities close-in to the city. Suburban 
absorption figures should be considered in the light of the future 
conversion of 111 Powdermill Road (287,000 SF) in Maynard to 
academic purposes. That will remove one of the largest blocks 
of vacant space in the market from our competitive inventory.

Development, particularly on the build-to-suit side, is beginning 
to crop up again. Aside from close-in locations or Waltham, 
speculative development is a difficult proposition. 

16.1% 539K 3%
vacancy rate Class A absorption annual rent increase

Life science is as hot as ever, and 
landlords are scrambling to build or 
renovate. There is limited ground-
up construction at the moment, but 
several properties from Waltham to 
Burlington are being converted to lab 
or lab shell to capture demand. The 
largest single block of available lab 
product in the suburbs is 4 Corporate 
Drive in Andover, Eisai’s longtime 
home. This state-of-the-art facility is 
move-in ready, something unique in 
today’s market.

Q2 2019
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Innovation Park
4 Corporate Drive, Andover, MA
Source: Colliers Listing  



LOOKING AHEAD… 

• Opportunity Zones could reshape parts of the suburban market. 
These targeted economic development areas include Census 
blocks within communities in the Inner Suburbs, the North 
Shore, South Shore, and Marlborough, as well as in Gateway 
cities such as Lowell, Lawrence, and Brockton. Capital is 
being raised now to invest in these Opportunity Zones, and as 
it is deployed, development and investment could be game-
changers.

• With a high concentration of Boston’s suburban executive 
housing, Route 128 Mass Pike and Route 128 Northwest are 
likely to be the first to benefit from tenants leaving the city for 
the suburbs. We’re just beginning to see some smaller outfits 
relocating from Boston and Cambridge. One of the main 
reasons? The commute has worn down their employees. Work-
life balance, increasingly important to younger workers, could 
encourage a suburban resurgence in the years ahead.
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Some of the larger transactions during the quarter included:

Massachusetts is poised to be a main 
beneficiary of the Raytheon/United 
Technologies merger. It will be home 
to the future company’s headquarters 
as long as the deal goes through. 
It marks another Connecticut firm 
that has chosen Greater Boston for 
relocation and could yield a major 
tenant to anchor new development 
or kick off build-to-suit construction. 
The size, scope, and scale are all to 
be determined, but the move looks 
promising for suburban demand.

Route 128

Route 495 Worcester

Inner Suburbs
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Some of the larger requirements include:
ABSORPTION, VACANCY, AND FORECAST 

• Route 128 Northwest is the market leader, benefitting from tech 
and life science growth. The Route 128 South market has felt 
the most pain: In the first half of this year big blocks of space 
opened up, leading to year-to-date negative absorption of nearly 
400,000 SF.

• The suburbs continue to be impacted by large-scale vacant 
blocks caused by space givebacks from Reebok, Computershare, 
Eisai, and others; Phillips, Puma, and Sanofi are next. Sanofi, 
after signing a 900,000 SF lease in Cambridge, has sold two 
properties in Framingham to King Street Properties. After 
completing its new headquarters Sanofi will vacate (at least) 
153,000 SF. 

• Record occupancies show the strength of Boston’s suburban 
market. Continued growth of healthcare providers is also 
boosting fundamentals. Numerous operators, including Children’s 
Hospital, are out in the market.

VELOCITY 

• The suburbs continue to be driven by a diverse group of 
industries, which are still led by tech and life science. Recent 
deals by Olympus, Raytheon, Parexel, and Computershare drive 
this point home. 

• The suburbs have long been dominated by technology 
companies.  But technology has evolved, so software as a 
service (SaaS), 3-D printing, robotics, manufacturing, and life 
sciences are current and future drivers of the market.  

Square Feet



CAPITAL MARKETS

SALES AND HIGHLIGHTS  

• Land parcels are hot commodities, and sales are setting the 
stage for the next wave of development throughout the city.

• Debt and equity liquidity isn’t a problem. Finding deals is.

• Tower pricing is pushing ever higher, while lab deals in 
Cambridge continue to set records.

Q2 2019

OSBORN TRIANGLE
CAMBRIDGE

BUYER:   HARRISON STREET REAL ESTATE   
  CAPITAL/BULFINCH COS.

PRICE:   $990,000,000  

PSF:   $1,625 

22 BOSTON WHARF ROAD
BOSTON

BUYER:   INVESCO REAL ESTATE

PRICE:   $178,200,000 

PSF:   $1,439 

10 POST OFFICE SQUARE
BOSTON

BUYER:   NTT URBAN DEVELOPMENT/ 
  SYNERGY INVESTMENTS

PRICE:   $238,716,700  

PSF:   $527 

1030 MASSACHUSETTS AVE
BOSTON

BUYER:   VENTAS INC.

PRICE:   $128,000,000 

PSF:   $1,645 

2 MORRISSEY BOULEVARD
BOSTON

BUYER:   ARES REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT/ 
  ACCORDIA PARTNERS

PRICE:   $110,000,000  

PSF:   $259 

OFFICE/LAB

OFFICE/LAB

OFFICE/LAB

OFFICE/LAB

OFFICE/LAB

The yield curve is inverted and has 
stayed so in recent weeks. While 
not a cause of recession, it is a key 
leading indicator and is important to 
watch.

NETWORK DR AT NORTHWEST PARK
BURLINGTON

BUYER:   STARWOOD CAPITAL GROUP

PRICE:   $302,720,000 

PSF:   $328

OFFICE/LAB
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JEFFERSON HILLS APARTMENT 
1610 WORCESTER RD, FRAMINGHAM

BUYER:   DSF GROUP

PRICE:   $227,050,436  

$/UNIT:   $222,598 

 

108 CHERRY HILL DRIVE
BEVERLY

BUYER:   BROADSTONE REAL ESTATE, LLC

PRICE:   $76,000,000  

PSF:   $193 

CITYVIEW AT LONGWOOD APARTMENTS 
75 SAINT ALPHONSUS ST, BOSTON

BUYER:   LASALLE INVEST. MANAGEMENT/ 
 JEFFERSON APARTMENT GROUP

PRICE:   $165,250,000  

PSF:   $571,799

 

30 SUPERIOR DRIVE
NATICK

BUYER:   BENTALL KENNEDY

PRICE:   $51,700,000   

PSF:   $299 

MEADOW GLEN PLAZA 
3850 MYSTIC VALLEY , MEDFORD

BUYER:   DWS

PRICE:   $85,700,000   

PSF:   $294 

 

159 RANGEWAY RD/400 CHARTER WAY
BILLERICA

BUYER:   STORE CAPITAL CORPORATION

PRICE:   $25,500,000 

PSF:   $176 

MARKETPLACE CENTER
200 STATE STREET, BOSTON

BUYER:   GAZIT HORIZONS, INC.

PRICE:   $81,800,000  

PSF:   $1,330 

370 W FIRST STREET
BOSTON

BUYER:   OXFORD PROPERTIES GROUP

PRICE:   $25,000,000  

PSF:   $1,717 

MULTI-FAMILY INDUSTRIAL

MULTI-FAMILY INDUSTRIAL

RETAIL INDUSTRIAL

RETAIL INDUSTRIAL
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WE ARE COLLIERS.
WE ARE GLOBAL GROUNDED INTEGRATED RESOURCEFUL 
ACCOMPLISHED WE ARE
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WE ARE GLOBAL.
With offices in 68 countries, Colliers International is armed with the talent and expertise to meet your needs and exceed your 
expectations in virtually every major market worldwide. 

The foundation of our service is the strength and depth of our specialists. Our clients depend on our ability to draw on years of direct 
experience in their local market. Our professionals know their communities and the industry inside and out. Whether you are a local firm 
or a global organization, we provide creative solutions for all your real estate needs.

WE ARE GROUNDED.
Despite our strong global connections, our local office is deeply rooted in Boston, tracing its history back to 1875 when we were founded 
as Meredith & Grew. We have been directly involved in several of the major projects that have shaped Greater Boston as we see it today 
and are as committed to the future of this City and market as we are invested in its past.
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All statistics are for 2018, are in U.S. dollars and include a�liates. 

Managing

2B
(square feet)

Comprised of

17,000+
professionals

Assets Under Management

$26B+

Transaction value

$127B
(US$)

Revenue

$3.3B
(US$)

Established in

68
countries

World of Colliers
2018 Year-End Stats

Lease/sale transactions

69,000

WE ARE RESOURCEFUL.
A deep bench of industry, geography, and subject matter specialists, combined with an unrivaled set of research and marketing 
tools allows Colliers to take a fully client-centric approach. We staff projects with representatives and resources that will add the 
most value to an assignment and ultimately accelerate your success.

WE ARE ACCOMPLISHED. 
Colliers has been built upon a foundation of success, resulting from habitual good practices, overwhelmingly sound principles, 
and a perpetual desire to improve. The launch of new disciplines over the years has purely resulted from our clients’ evolving 
needs, and has proven successful as most repeat clients choose to leverage the broader Colliers service lines.

WE AT COLLIERS ARE ALL OF THIS AND MORE. 

YOU ARE THE  BENEFICIARY.

WE ARE INTEGRATED. 
A full service platform alone is not a differentiator, but cohesive, 
multidisciplinary collaboration is. At Colliers, we advocate complete 
transparency between our service lines, resulting in the maximum 
benefit to you. When we can see the big picture from all service 
angles, it uncovers and unlocks opportunities that would otherwise 
remain hidden in a silo approach, and enables thoughtful and proactive 
decision-making for you.



MARKET SNAPSHOT
Q2 2019 STATISTICS | OFFICE & LAB / CLASS A & CLASS B

MARKET SQUARE FEET (SF) 
SUPPLY

DIRECT SF 
AVAILABLE

SUBLEASE SF 
AVAILABLE VACANCY* CURRENT

ABSORPTION
YTD 

ABSORPTION

BOSTON 72,047,640 4,902,605 963,703 8.1% 498,704 1,261,845

Back Bay 13,375,701 482,891 266,008 5.6% (93,417) 100,105

Financial District 34,387,584 2,635,813 525,300 9.2% 587,995 794,895

Allston / Brighton 962,443 0 0 0.0% 0 59,892

Charlestown 2,747,176 83,009 15,629 3.6% (53,546) (10,197)

Crosstown 1,251,320 78,315 0 6.3% (8,002) (5,040)

Fenway / Kenmore 4,257,995 94,472 16,600 2.6% 16,494 57,903

North Station 2,245,004 170,881 51,913 9.9% (78,151) (60,455)

Seaport 11,605,924 1,233,997 88,253 11.4% 135,904 302,914

South Station 1,214,493 123,227 0 10.1% (8,573) 21,828

CAMBRIDGE 23,571,253 511,094 277,988 3.3% (28,651) 58,942

Alewife Station/Route 2 2,755,614 235,599 137,509 13.5% 23,889 181,682

East Cambridge 18,916,144 239,555 94,219 1.8% (79,404) (149,835)

Harvard Square/Mass Ave 1,899,495 35,940 46,260 4.3% 26,864 27,095

SUBURBS 122,985,466 17,613,449 2,194,558 16.1% 63,691 245,152

Inner Suburbs 6,765,404 816,298 17,100 12.3% (77,396) (77,774)

Route 128 North 7,418,401 935,316 44,094 13.2% 30,821 80,587

Route 128 Northwest 21,343,456 2,135,543 449,379 12.1% 121,966 415,156

Route 128 Mass Pike 22,221,308 3,167,098 467,073 16.4% (143,661) 190,507

Route 128 South 16,985,323 2,207,108 500,822 15.9% (110,500) (389,702)

Route 495 North 20,983,818 4,222,845 291,094 21.5% 80,374 (172,760)

Route 495 West 21,148,735 3,539,504 374,735 18.5% 125,899 59,732

Route 495 South 3,227,097 356,566 16,396 11.6% 23,728 77,694

Worcester 2,891,924 233,171 33,865 9.2% 12,460 61,712

MARKET TOTALS 218,604,359 23,027,148 3,436,249 12.1% 533,744 1,565,939

*Including sublease space

Colliers International | 160 Federal Street | Boston, MA 02110
The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. While every reasonable effort has been made to ensure its accuracy, we cannot guarantee it. No responsibility is assumed for any 
inaccuracies. Readers are encouraged to consult their professional advisors prior to acting on any of the material contained in this report. This publication is the copyrighted property of Colliers International and/or its 
licensor(s). ©2019 Colliers International. All rights reserved.
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